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INTRODUCTION
Temporal pattern gives lot of information about user's behavior as per time. From the behavioral pattern of user there can be prediction of his/her next action. The research on user's behavior about visiting places and mobile data for location prediction can be beneficial in many areas such as advertising and disaster relief [3] . Social networking site gives information about the behavioral pattern of user as he/she shares it on social networking site.
TEMPORAL CYCLIC PATTERNS
When a mobile user search for specific place or if he/she check-in at some restaurant or Movie theatre at specific time repeatedly so that there will be creation of temporal cyclic pattern for his behavior. If during a lunch time between 12.30 to 02.00 pm user search for Restaurant, on a week end user search for movie theatre, so that it will create a temporal cyclic pattern. Suppose on each month's first week user search for nearby malls, so that pattern will be monthly. Also there patterns that are weekly, daily and yearly. Suppose in a year many people search for travel points. So this information can be used for the recommendation of Point of Interests (POI).
There is modelling for temporal effects of user behavior in terms of temporal preferences and temporal correlations [4] . This information about user's mobile behavior can be gathered through check-in data. There are sites such as Facebook and Foursquare that gives location data about user using check-in. In [4] there are three major aspects that are: 1) Temporal Preference. 2) Temporal social Correlation. 3) Temporal-Spatial Correlation.
Types
There can be discovery of patterns as per application such as [1] : 1) Temporal Pattern 2) Occurrence Probabilistic Temporal Pattern 3) Duration Probabilistic temporal pattern In occurrence probabilistic temporal pattern there is probability about the occurrence and it can be used for prediction. Correlation between two intervals can be there using probabilistic temporal pattern. Also there can be periodic patterns for user's behaviour, user who has a strict timetable then at that time it is very easy to predict next location [6] . Using a combination of spatial and temporal approaches there can be increase in prediction accuracy.
Algorithms
As in [1] there are algorithms that are as follows: 1) Temporal Pattern Miner 2) Probabilistic temporal pattern miner 3) H-DFS 4) IEMiner
METHODOLOGIES
If there is series about visits such as visits in previous time, latest visit and time with next visit, then location prediction problem described as finding probability [3] : or even a year. The location l with higher probability will be the prediction of the i th visit.
Now by using Bayes rule, the probability in equation (1) is equal to:
After there is consideration
In equation (2) there is process of computing probability about next visit at location l.
is prior probability about the visit. P(t i = t | v i =1) is posterior probability.
Also there is categorization of intentions of user [7] . That categorization is as follows: 
. Shows Geographic triggered intentions (GI), Temporal Triggered Intentions (TI) and Semantic Triggered Intentions (SI). There is
Geographic-Temporal-Semantic-based location prediction GTS-LP [7] .GTS-LP predicts the next location based on intensions. If there is set of users and set of locations then location prediction problem can be formulated as calculating probability of user visiting a given location
Where u ∊ U and l ∊ L and t is u's current movement [7] . Also there is GTS pattern which is explores aspects of mobile user such as geographical, temporal and sematic aspects. In a GTS pattern there is identification of frequent behaviour of user.
Fig-1 Categorization of Intentions

Framework
There is proposed framework to model user behaviour [4] . Let u={u 1 Distribution of probability for u at particular time from observations of H u,t and G u,t there is formula
Here c u is for check in of user u's location. After that there is temporal state which is denoted by r(t). r(t) ∑ {0,1,2…..23} for indication of time. If r(t)=2 it indicates time 2am. Also r(t) ∑ {0,1,2,..6} for week. So equation (1) with temporal state can be reformulated as
From the above equation there is decomposition of check in probability in two components with respect to spatial and temporal context.
Modelling for temporal cyclic patterns
To model temporal preferences at location P(r(t)=q | cu=l,Hu,t) there is need of probability distribution, that distribution should satisfy the following [4] : 1) Centers of probability distribution on temporal states. 2) Decrease in probability as the distance from center point increases. 3) For each user has a decrease in speed around center for biased probability. For this there is Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to detect temporal preferences.
SPATIAL MODELS
There are spatial models, which makes use of location trajectory pattern for prediction of location [4] . [5] . Existing check-ins can be correlated with user's historical ties and social ties. When there is new check-ins,which can be from social check-ins. So there is chance to study such correlation, so that it can help for location prediction problem. As shown in below Fig-3 if user goes to airport at t1, after that at t2 he goes to restaurant followed by hospital at t3.
Fig-3 Geo Social Correlation
CONCLUSIONS
This paper gives information about the temporal patterns and information related to temporal spatial patterns. Also there is information related to algorithms that are useful for temporal pattern mining. There is information about applications of temporal cyclic patterns. Also this paper gives information about the location prediction. Temporal pattern gives information about the user's behavior and from that behavior there can be identification of user's need and interests.
